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 South Carolina indigo, European
 textiles, and the British Atlantic

 economy in the eighteenth century1
 By R. C. NASH

 Europe's indigo imports grew rapidly from the 1720s, but the mid-century wars
 (1739-48, 1756-63) had a devastating effect on the European textile industries and
 hence on the indigo trade. Britain's indigo market, however, boomed in wartime on
 the bases of prize indigo captured from France and Spain and of indigo imported
 from South Carolina. The rise of South Carolina's trade from the mid-1740s was not
 caused, as the historiography claims, by its monopoly of the British market?such a
 monopoly never existed?but because the depression in South Carolina's major
 staple, rice, compelled a remodelling of the South Carolina plantation system, which
 produced an elastic supply of indigo. Carolina indigo was blighted by a poor repu
 tation, not, as is usually argued, because British merchants maligned unfairly its
 quality, but because Carolina planters failed to achieve consistent production stan
 dards. Carolina indigo nevertheless succeeded in displacing French and Spanish
 indigo in the British and in some continental markets, reflecting the demand for
 cheap dyestuffs from manufacturers of low-cost textiles, the fastest-growing sectors
 of the European textile industries at the onset of industrialization.

 If foreign trade was the fastest-growing sector of the eighteenth-century British economy then it was trade with America, rather than with the traditional
 European markets, that was the fastest-growing sector of foreign trade. Thus, while
 the total value of England's imports rose from ?5.8 million c.1700 to ?12.7

 million c.1775, America's share of these imports doubled from 20 to 40 per cent.2
 The hub of this trade was to be found in the slave-plantation colonies of the West
 Indies and the southern mainland, whose sugar, rum, coffee, tobacco, and rice

 made up 80 per cent of England's American imports by 1775. The production and
 marketing of these exotic consumables have received ample attention in the
 historiography.3 However, the trades in raw materials, such as the timber and naval
 stores supplied by the northern colonies and the cotton and dyestuffs imported
 from the West Indies and South Carolina, have attracted less research. The least
 studied of the raw materials trades is that in dyestuffs, perhaps reflecting the fact
 that dyestuffs made up only 5 per cent of total English imports. Yet the trade
 provided the British textile industry with virtually its entire supply of dyestuffs and
 hence had a strategic importance out of all proportion to its monetary value. The

 1 I would like to thank Steve Rigby and Pete Maw for their valuable comments on earlier drafts of this paper,
 Paolo Di Martino for additional suggestions, and Hilary Wood for her excellent research assistance.

 2 Davis, 'English foreign trade', pp. 300-1; Cole, 'Factors in demand', pp. 38-42.
 3 For studies of the major import trades, see Price, 'Economic growth'; Menard, 'Tobacco industry'; McCusker

 and Menard, 'Sugar industry'; Sheridan, Sugar and slavery; McCusker, Rum and the American Revolution; Smith,
 'Accounting for taste'; Nash, 'South Carolina'.

 ? Economic History Society 2009. Published by Blackwell Publishing, 9600 Garsington Road, Oxford OX4 2DQ, UK and 350 Main
 Street, Maiden, MA 02148, USA.
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 dyeing of cloth made up a large percentage of textile manufacturing costs and the
 colour and finish achieved by dyeing were crucial to cloth's saleability; and textiles
 were the largest employer outside agriculture and generated 50-70 per cent of
 England's exports during the eighteenth century. As Price commented, 'given the
 extraordinary importance of the textile industries in Britain ... [it is surprising]
 that more attention has not been given to the demand for American dyestuffs'.4

 Indigo could be worked on every type of textile and hence was used in greater
 quantities than any other dye, and from 1750 it made up over half the value of
 England's imports of dyestuffs.5 Until 1750, imports came mainly from Spain and
 France, whose Central American and Caribbean colonies virtually monopolized
 the world supply of indigo. Exasperated British commentators, indeed, frequently
 bewailed the fact that the strategically important indigo trade had, in the absence
 of state intervention, fallen under French control.6 However, in c.1745, such
 pessimism was confounded by the sudden emergence of South Carolina as a major
 indigo producer. Within a decade or so of its being grafted on to a plantation
 system hitherto dominated by rice production, Carolina's indigo exports rivalled
 those of rice in value, and contributed some 25 per cent of total Atlantic indigo
 supplies. In combination with rice, indigo underpinned the threefold increase in
 the colony's exports in the generation before the American Revolution and was
 also mainly responsible for the striking gains in slave-labour productivity made in
 the same period.7
 The historiography of South Carolina indigo has persistently emphasized the

 artificial or 'hothouse' nature of its success. Historians originally explained the
 emergence of South Carolina indigo by the substantial bounty granted to British
 colonial indigo in 1748. However, this interpretation was superseded by the
 argument that the industry's origins lay in the dislocation wreaked on the Atlantic
 economy by the War of Jenkins' Ear (1739-48) and the Seven Years War
 (1756-63). The first war caused a crippling depression in South Carolina's rice
 industry and encouraged planters to search for an alternative export staple. Indigo
 was chosen, and its production sustained, because warfare in the Atlantic cut
 Britain off from supplies of French and Spanish indigo, thus handing Carolina
 producers an effective monopoly of the British market. The monopoly was safe
 guarded after 1763 by the continuance of the bounty and by the imposition of
 punitive tariffs on foreign indigo imported into Britain.8

 In fact, the rise of South Carolina indigo production can only be understood if
 it is placed in its wider context, namely, the development of the Atlantic indigo
 trade and the European textile industry in the eighteenth century. Such an analysis

 4 Price, 'Transatlantic economy', p. 33.
 5 See Fairlie, 'Dyestuffs', pp. 495-500; for the value of dyestuffs imports in 1752-4 and 1772-4, see Davis,

 'English foreign trade', pp. 300-1 ;TNA, Board of Customs and Excise, Inspector-General's Ledgers of Imports
 and Exports, Customs 3, vols. 52-4, 72-4.

 6 For contemporary views, see Perrin, British and French sugar colonies, pp. 44-5; Anon., Detection of the state,
 p. 96; Anon., Letter to a Member of Parliament, pp. 12-13; Gee, Trade and navigation, pp. 21-2, 47, 124.

 7 For trade data, see tab. 1 and fig. 1; Menard, 'Slavery, economic growth and revolutionary ideology',
 pp. 254-6; Nash, 'South Carolina', pp. 689, 694-5.

 8 On the South Carolina indigo industry and on the bounty and its effects, see Gray, History of agriculture,
 vol. I, pp. 292-3, who comments that the bounty gave the South Carolina industry a 'tremendous impetus';
 Haywood, 'Mercantilism'; Sharrer, 'Indigo bonanza'; idem, 'Indigo in South Carolina'; Winberry, 'Reputation';
 idem, 'Indigo in South Carolina'; Edelson, 'Colour and enterprise', pp. 30-41; McCusker and Menard, Economy
 of British Colonial America, pp. 186-7; Chaplin, Anxious pursuit, pp. 188-90.
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 shows that far from South Carolina indigo being a 'hothouse' creation nurtured in
 an environment of protection and monopoly, the colony became the principal
 supplier of indigo to the British market in open competition with Spanish and
 French indigo. Section I of the article confirms that Atlantic indigo imports and
 textile output were devastated in war, but that warfare actually sparked off a boom
 in Britain's indigo market. Section II shows that Carolina indigo did not exploit its

 monopoly of the British market, as such a monopoly never existed. Rather, indigo
 producers responded to trends in Carolina's internal markets. Section III consid
 ers how South Carolina's plantation system was reorganized to incorporate indigo
 and how it was adapted to major shifts in demand. Section IV assesses recent views
 that British merchants unfairly maligned the quality of Carolina indigo in order to
 lower its price. In fact, Carolina indigo was genuinely a low-quality product, one
 that nevertheless succeeded in supplanting its superior French and Spanish rivals
 in British textiles due to its utility and cheapness.

 I

 Indigo, 'the most famous of all dyes', was the most widely used dyestuff in the
 eighteenth-century European textile industry.9 From the late sixteenth century,
 Europe's indigo supplies came from India and from the more volatile output of the
 Spanish American Empire. By c. 1620, Europe's indigo imports amounted to at
 least 500,000 lbs. per year, despite the fact that several states banned or restricted
 indigo imports in the interests of protecting domestic woad producers. Europe's
 indigo imports faltered during the economic crisis of the early seventeenth century
 but from 1650 indigo production expanded in the Spanish colonies, and was
 established in the French, and by c.1720, the high quality and cheapness of
 the American product had driven Indian supplies from the European market.10
 The trade in indigo was thenceforth one of the fastest-growing components of the
 eighteenth-century Atlantic economy; total European imports of indigo from
 America increased six-fold from about 0.7 million lbs. in the mid-1720s to over
 4 million lbs. c.1775 (table l.)11
 There were three major European importers of indigo: France, the main

 importer from 1720 to the French Revolution, whose supplies came largely from

 9 On the use of indigo in textile dyeing, see Verterlli, 'History'; Knecht and Rawson, Manual of dyeing, vol. I,
 pp. 321-41; Horsfall and Lawrie, Dyeing of textile fibres, pp. 308-17. On indigo's versatility in eighteenth-century
 textile dyeing and printing, see Partridge, Practical treatise, pp. 157-63, 241, 248-9 (quotation from p. 241); Rolt,

 New dictionary; Sandberg, Indigo textiles; Fairlie, 'Dyestuffs', pp. 489-95; Clark, 'Earliest records'; White, ed.,
 Beekman papers, vol. I, p. 518, and vol. II, pp. 548-9; Dardel, Les manufactures, pp. 14-15; Dornic, L'industrie
 textile, pp. 33-4, 201; Montgomery, Printed textiles, pp. 194-8; Chapman and Chassagne, European textile printers,
 pp. 6-11, 16, 105-7; Wadsworth and de Lacy Mann, Cotton trade, pp. 178-9.

 10 Chaudhuri, Trading world, pp. 10, 12, 330-5; Furber, Rival empires, pp. 259-60; Goodman and Honeyman,
 Gainful pursuits, pp. 41-2; Jelatis, 'Tangled up in blue', pp. 11-16; Phillips, 'Trade in the Iberian empires', pp. 88,
 99; and esp. Alden, 'Growth and decline', pp. 38-41. Mexico's exports alone amounted to 300,000 lbs. by 1610,
 while Dutch and English imports from India amounted to a similar quantity.

 11 From 1725 to 1775, Europe's imports of sugar, tobacco, and rice from the Americas increased respectively
 by 280%, 252%, and 485%. Imports of cochineal, the other major dye supplied from America, increased by
 387%. The only transatlantic trade to grow faster than indigo, and indeed everything else, was coffee, imports of
 which increased 20-fold from the mid-1730s to the early 1770s; see Alden, 'Late colonial Brazil', pp. 630-3, 640,
 644-5; Phillips, 'Trade in the Iberian empires', pp. 39, 58-62, 66-7, 70-3, 80-1; deVries and van derWoude, First
 modern economy, pp. 472-3, 480; Steensgaard, 'Growth and composition', pp. 136-41; Schumpeter, English
 overseas trade, pp. 60-2; Davis, 'English foreign trade', pp. 300-1; Price, France and the Chesapeake, vol. 2, p. 843;
 Smith, 'Accounting for taste', p. 185; and the studies of the French Atlantic ports cited in notes to tab. 1.
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 Table 1. French, Spanish, and English indigo imports from America, 1724-75
 (annual averages: 000s of lbs.)

 Imports into

 (1) Spain  (2) France  (3) England  (4) Total
 (5) % of (4)

 from Carolina

 1724-8*
 1729-33
 1734-8
 1739-43
 1744-8
 1749-52
 1753-5
 1756-9
 1760-3
 1764-7
 1768-71
 1772-5

 238
 211
 141
 _b
 46c
 349
 402
 611
 359
 458
 566
 579

 422
 766

 1,360
 1,714
 865

 1,554
 1,377
 365
 816rf
 1,773
 2,937
 2,377

 64
 87
 95
 126
 499
 103
 136

 1,056
 988
 636
 663

 1,305

 724
 1,064
 1,596
 1,840
 1,410
 2,006
 1,915
 2,032
 2,163
 2,866
 4,166
 4,261

 2%
 4%
 6%

 24%
 19%
 20%
 13%
 25%

 Notes:
 a The number of years in the sub-periods is varied after 1748, in order to distinguish between years of peace and of war.
 b There are no data for Spanish imports for 1739-43; however, it is likely that imports were as restricted in these years as in
 1744-8, as war seriously disrupted Spanish-colonial shipping in both periods; Garcia-Baquero, Cadizy El Atlantico, vol. I, p. 370,
 and vol. II, graph 2.
 c Average of data for two years, 1747, 1748.
 d The great bulk of French imports for 1760-3 were entered in 1763, peace having been established at the beginning of that year.
 Sources:
 Spain: Garcia-Baquero, Cadiz y El Atlantico, vol. I, pp. 222-47. Spanish imports are for the monopoly port of Cadiz only.
 However, imports into other Spanish ports, such as Barcelona, were insignificant even after the commercio libre incorporated the
 port into Spanish colonial trade; see Vilar, La Catalogue, vol. 3, pp. 123, 473-6, 554. The data combine imports shipped in the
 flotas, which periodically returned to Cadiz, although none did so between 1737 and 1758, and in the registros sueltos and navios
 mixtos, that is, independently licensed ships. Data are missing for these non-flota vessels in 1730 and 1751. The data are also
 incomplete for a small number of years. The data for Guatemalan exports, the major source of Spanish colonial supplies, in Smith,
 'Indigo production', p. 197, tally closely with the figures for Cadiz imports in the same years.

 France: As Geggus, 'Indigo and slavery', p. 25, remarks, 'Trade figures [for French indigo] are frustratingly contradictory and,
 because of the extent of smuggling, almost invariably understatements'. There are two major sets of published data for the French
 indigo trade for the period after 1750. (1) Tarrade, Le commerce, vol. 2, p. 747, provides data for French colonial indigo exports,
 1765-90. However, his comparison of these figures with those of imports into the major French ports indicates that they understate
 considerably the true volume of trade. Pares was similarly sceptical of their value; see his War and trade, p. 339. (2) Villiers, 'Slave
 trade', p. 214, reports imports of indigo into the six French leading ports in 1774 and 1775 averaging 13,294,000 lbs., a figure
 10 times higher than that recorded in any other source; one suspects that Villiers has applied a multiplier of 1,000 to the raw

 figures when he should have used a multiplier of 100, corresponding to the quintaux of 100 lbs., in which the original data were
 expressed. The estimates of French imports presented here are derived from indigo imports into Bordeaux, Nantes, Rouen, and

 Marseille, which accounted for 95% of France's colonial trade at the end of the period, see Dardel, Navires et marchandises, p. 59.
 For Bordeaux and Rouen there are nearly complete figures for indigo imports, while for Nantes and for Marseilles the data are
 more sparse. The following procedure was used.
 (A) 1724-60: estimates are made on the basis of data on imports into Bordeaux, Nantes, and Rouen, assuming that when data
 are missing for a particular port its share of trade in that year was the same as its average share of trade for the period. Marseille's
 imports, for which there are no data, are assumed to be the average of its share of total colonial imports into the four ports in
 1730-2 (16%) and in 1773-88 (17%) (data on total imports from Dardel, Navires et marchandises, p. 59).
 (B) 1761-75: estimates are made on the basis of data on imports into all four ports, assuming that when data are missing for a
 port its share of trade in that year was the same as its average share of trade for the period. Geggus (Indigo and Slavery, pp. 25-6)
 states that the very large import figure for Bordeaux in 1771 is a transcription error, although it is consistent with the figures for
 1770 and 1772 and has been retained.

 The data therefore provide minimum figures of French imports because they do not include imports into other ports, which held
 about 5% of the colonial trade, nor indigo brought into France by French warships in wartime. For port-import data, see
 Bordeaux: Malvezin, Histoire du commerce, vol. 3, pp. 303-5; Huetz de Lemps, Geographie du commerce, pp. 464-5, 480; Nantes:
 Jeulin, L'evolution, pp. 272-3; Marseille: Rambert, Histoire du commerce, pp. 404-5; Rouen, Dardel, Navires et marchandises, p. 560.
 England: TNA, Board of Customs and Excise, Inspector-General's Ledgers of Imports and Exports, Customs 3, vols. 24-75. The
 data include direct imports from America and English wartime prize cargoes captured from France and Spain (tab. 3). They do
 not include English imports from France and Spain as this would double-count a proportion of French and Spanish imports. Total
 English imports, from all European and colonial sources, are given in tab. 2, col. (5). For Carolina imports, see tab. 2, col. 3.

 ? Economic History Society 2009  Economic History Review, 63, 2 (2010)
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 Table 2. English imports and re-exports of indigo, 1736-75 (000s lbs., annual
 averages)

 English re-exports
 Imports into England from and retained imports

 (5) From (6) Total
 (1) (2) Prize (3) (4) British All British English (7) English (8) English

 Europe captures2" 'Carolina* West Indies colonies0 imports^ re-exports retained imports

 1736-9 603 ? 4 69 80 683 103 580
 1740-3 600 12 15 107 125 737 135 602
 1744-7 165 294 20 97 170 629 126 503
 1748-51 592 35 118 89 221 848 173 675

 1752-5 524 ? 94 7 109 633 139 494
 1756-9 267 396 479 106 660 1,323 397 926
 1760-3 130 457 397 83 531 1,118 463 656
 1764-7 729 ? 568 42 636 1,365 353 1,012
 1768-71 588e ? 533 106 663 1,251 354 897
 1772-5 240 ? 1,076 143 1,305 1,545 490 1,055

 Notes:
 a Prize cargoes taken from French, Spanish, and other shipping.
 b Source does not distinguish between imports from North and South Carolina; but imports from North Carolina were trivial;
 see notes to tab. 3.
 c Sum of cols. (3) and (4) plus imports from British colonies other than 'Carolina' and the West Indies.
 d Col. (6) is the sum of cols. (1), (2), and (5).
 e Imports from 'Europe' include trivial imports from the East Indies. The figure of imports from the East Indies in 1768 of
 122,208 lbs. has been ignored as a transcription error.

 Source: TNA, Board of Customs and Excise, Inspector-General's Ledgers of Imports and Exports, Customs 3, vols. 36-75.

 its chief Caribbean colony, St Domingue; Spain, which imported the highly
 regarded product of its central-American colonies?'Guatemalan5 indigo; and
 England, whose role in the transatlantic indigo trade was a marginal one until
 mid-century, although it became much more significant thereafter.12 Until 1745,
 England's modest direct imports from America were mainly of French and
 Spanish colonial origin, trans-shipped through a number of British colonies, with
 Jamaica acting as the trade's chief entrepot.13 From the mid-1740s, England
 became a major importer, initially through wartime seizures of prize indigo from
 French and Spanish ships and subsequently by means of a more continuous
 stream of imports from South Carolina and other British colonies (table 2). By the
 late 1750s, Carolina had emerged as one of the major American suppliers of
 indigo. At its peaks of production, in 1760 and in the early 1770s, Carolina
 contributed about 25 per cent of European and 50 per cent of English indigo
 imports from America.
 The Atlantic indigo trade, however, did not grow in a unilinear fashion: Euro

 pean imports increased in periods of peace but in wartime stagnated or fell, mainly
 because of the damage inflicted by British naval forces on French and Spanish
 colonial trade. Thus, during the war of 1739-48, Spanish indigo imports were
 75 per cent lower than in the 1730s, while France's imports grew until 1743, but

 12 Geggus, 'Indigo and slavery', esp. pp. 25-6; Smith, 'Indigo production', p. 201; Alden, 'Growth and decline',
 pp. 39-42.

 13 See tab. 2, and for the trade in French indigo to the British Caribbean colonies, see Pares, War and trade,
 pp. 417-19, and the works cited in n. 6.
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 Figure 1. World indigo prices, 1734-75
 Source: Posthumus, Inquiry, vol. I, pp. 418-19; Pares, War and trade, p. 339;Tarrade, Le commerce, vol. 2, p. 771; Bezanson, Gray,
 and Hussey, Prices in colonial Pennsylvania, pp. 222-6, 422-4; Coclanis, Shadow of a dream, p. 107. Prices converted to sterling on
 the bases of exchange rates in McCusker, Money and exchange, pp. 223-4.

 then fell by 50 per cent with the outbreak of Anglo-French hostilities (table l).14
 From 1749, European imports from America recovered very quickly, reaching
 peak levels in the years 1749-55, before stagnating once more in the Seven Years
 War (1756-63), when French trade collapsed, as did Spanish imports once Spain
 entered the war in 1761. The decline in French and Spanish imports was compen
 sated for by the large increase in England's trade; in wartime England became
 Europe's major indigo importer. European imports surged after the Seven Years
 War, more than doubling from 1.8 million lbs. per annum in 1756-63 to
 4.4 million lbs. in 1772-5, despite a short-lived depression in trade in the late 1760s.
 The shortfalls in the imports of other colonial staples in wartime caused their
 prices in Europe to rise sharply above their peacetime level. One might have
 expected a similar pattern for indigo. In fact, as figure 1 shows, the opposite
 happened. Thus, although indigo prices doubled or trebled in American and
 European markets between the 1730s and the 1770s, this trend was reversed in
 wartime when indigo prices fell in all the major markets for which we have data.15
 To some extent, falling indigo prices can be explained by local factors: for example,

 14 For the effects of naval and privateering activity on the French and Spanish transatlantic trades in the
 mid-century wars, see Pares, War and trade, esp. pp. 333, 365-7; Boulle, 'Patterns of French colonial trade',
 pp. 50-4; Garcia-Baquero, Cadiz y El Atlantico, vol. 1, pp. 360-7; Stein, French slave trade, pp. 25-31.
 15 See fig. 1; and for additional data on the depressed prices of indigo in Guatemala during the Seven Years War,

 which correlate closely for those for the same indigo in Amsterdam, see Smith, 'Indigo production', p. 201.
 Tarrade, Le commerce, vol. 2, graph opposite p. 772, shows rising sugar, cotton, cocoa, and coffee prices in the
 Seven Years War but falling prices for indigo. Esteban, 'British balance of payments', pp. 76-7, shows that prices
 in the different indigo markets continued to be closely correlated in the 1780s.

 ? Economic History Society 2009 Economic History Review, 63, 2 (2010)
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 in France, price falls were exacerbated by the wartime loss of France's indigo
 re-export markets which normally took most of France's imports from America.16
 However, the fact that prices fell in every market suggests a more general influence
 at work, namely that, in wartime, world demand for indigo fell more rapidly than
 its supply. Of course, the world demand for and price of indigo reflected trends in

 western and central European textile production which consumed virtually all of
 the indigo imported from America.17
 The long-term trend in textile output in the eighteenth century was one of

 substantial increase, an expansion that was most rapid in the production of the
 cheaper textiles?coarse woollens, linens, and cottons?in which indigo was most
 widely used.18 These textiles were bought mainly by middling and poorer consum
 ers whose tastes shifted from drab and dark to more vivid colours, including the
 blues (and some greens) derived from indigo, and in general to fabrics that were
 patterned with coloured stripes and checks.19 The key to understanding indigo's
 fluctuating fortunes in Atlantic markets is to recognize that this growth of Euro
 pean textile output was a discontinuous one, taking place in four distinct phases
 that were determined by the influence of warfare and of harvest levels on the
 production and distribution of textiles and each of which exerted a varying level of
 demand for indigo.20

 First, the military campaigns and heavy state taxation of the War of Spanish
 Succession in the years 1702-10 had a devastating effect on textile production in
 a number of manufacturing centres in French and Austrian Flanders and in
 Germany, particularly in the Rhineland, Saxony, and Silesia. This slump in output
 created a vacuum in continental textile markets which was only partly filled by an
 increase in English and Dutch production. English woollen exports to Flemish,

 16 Jeulin, Uevolution, p. 272; Pares, War and trade, pp. 364-5, 390-1; Malvezin, Histoire du commerce, vol. 3,
 pp. 306-7; Tarrade, Le commerce, vol. 2, pp. 771-2.

 17 A small proportion of American indigo was used outside Europe, mainly in Russia and the Levant; see
 Kahan, Plow, pp. 165-6; Davis, Aleppo and Devonshire Square, pp. 120, 128-9. Indigo also had some minor uses:
 for example, the decoration of pottery and as an artist's material.

 18 For three general surveys of industrial production in Europe, see, Gutmann, Towards the modern economy;
 Goodman and Honeyman, Gainful pursuits, esp. 123-42; Duplessis, Transitions to capitalism, esp. pp. 202-49. The
 most comprehensive recent study of European textile production in the period is Jenkins, ed., Cambridge history,
 vol. 1, esp. pp. 464-72, 484-9, 498-507, 514-26, 684. The woollen industry was the largest but also the
 slowest-growing European textile industry: from 1720, pure woollens regained some of the ground they had lost
 to the new drapery industries, but much of this output was of coarse rather than fine fabrics, as, for example, in
 the Yorkshire industry.

 19 See Buck, Dress, pp. 107, 131, 139-55, 175-6; Ribeiro, Dress and morality, pp. 110-11; Lemire, Fashion's
 favourite, pp. 19, 79-85, 96-103, 187-8; Roche, Culture of clothing, pp. 108-11, 134-48.

 20 The following survey of textile output is based on: France, French Flanders: Markovitch, Histoire des industries,
 pp. 477-91; Labrousse, Esquisse, vol. 2, esp. pp. 320-1, 330-1, 546-50; idem, 'Les ruptures', pp. 529-52; Leon,
 'L'elan industrieP, pp. 507, 516-18; idem, La naissance; Lebrun, LHndustrie de la laine, pp. 326-34, and end of
 vol., diagram 4; Dardel, Les manufactures; idem, Commerce, industrie et navigation, esp. pp. 32-6, 46-9, 55-6,
 316-17, 393; Deyon, 'Le mouvement de la production textile', p. 207; Dornic, L'industrie textile, pp. 137-40,
 145-50, 218; Carriere, Negociants, vol. 1, pp. 43-9, 404-6, and vol. 2, p. 1039; Riley, SevenYears War, pp. 104-30;

 Thomson, Clermont-de-Lodeve, pp. 249-382; Duplessis, 'One theory, two draperies', pp. 142-56; Raveux,
 'Espaces et technologies', pp. 160-6. Britain: Deane, 'Output of the British woollen industry'; Wilson,
 'Supremacy', pp. 228-35; Smail, Merchants, esp. pp. 64-5, 88-90, 137-48; Harte, 'Rise of protection', pp. 93, 104,
 108; Wadsworth and de Lacy Mann, Cotton trade, pp. 116-19, 124-44, 155-67, 178-9; Durie, Scottish linen
 industry, pp. 23, 87. The Low Countries, the Rhineland, Eastern Europe: Mendels, 'Agriculture and peasant industry',
 p. 181; van Houtte, Economic history, pp. 257-60; Barkhausen, 'Government control'; Kisch, Domestic manufac
 ture, pp. 46-54, 79-81, 85, 115-35, 166-72; Kriedte, Peasants, p. 137; idem, 'Demographic and economic
 rhythms', pp. 264-5, 279-82; de Vries and van derWoude, First modern economy, pp. 284-6. Other studies of the
 effects of warfare on textile production are cited below.
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 German, and central European markets thrived in the years 1702-12, a trend
 reinforced by heavy British wartime expenditures on its continental armies and
 allies, mainly financed by textile exports to north-west Europe. Dutch textile
 output was also boosted in the Spanish Succession War by the final burst of
 prosperity in the production of pure woollens at the large but declining centre of
 Leiden, the result of increased military demand for woollen uniforms.21

 Second, Europe's textile industries prospered from 1715 to 1740, when inter
 national trade and production were little disturbed by warfare and when textiles
 enjoyed the benefits of the higher disposable incomes conferred on consumers by
 the consistently good harvests and cheap food of these years. In France, for
 instance, the production of cottons in the industry's main centre around Rouen
 grew sevenfold from 1720 to 1742, while France's other major eighteenth-century
 textile success story, the Languedoc woollen industry, quadrupled its output from
 1715 to 1740.The only major constraint on the intra-European textile trade in this
 period was the attempts of several European countries to protect their native
 industries against foreign competition; this placed limitations, for example, on
 English woollen exports to western and central Europe, and on continental linen
 exports to England, stimulating a major switch of northern European textile
 exports to less well-protected markets in Spain and Portugal.22 The renewed
 prosperity of these Iberian markets in turn reflected the economic resurgence of
 Portugal and Spain's American colonies, which, when added to the expanding
 demand for textiles in the West Africa slave trades, and in the fast-growing French,
 British, and Dutch colonies, gave to Atlantic markets an unprecedented leverage
 on the European textile industries.23

 Third, from 1740 to 1760, output in many European textile districts stagnated
 or declined, as the mid-century wars, and a spate of poor harvests, choked off the
 demand for textiles. The wars had their greatest impact on the export trades to the
 Americas, now the most important overseas markets for European textiles, par
 ticularly for the cheaper woollens, linens, and cottons.24 The export crisis caused a
 slump or stagnation in those textile industries directly linked to American markets,
 that is, in France and, to a lesser extent, in England, as well as in the Low
 Countries, the Rhineland, and Silesia, whose textile producers supplied American
 markets indirectly through England, France, and Spain. For France, for example,
 the peace years from 1749 to 1755 represented the only truly prosperous period
 for the country's internal and external trade and industry between the late 1730s
 and the mid-1760s. Added to the adverse effects of war on European textile

 21 de Vries and van der Woude, First modern economy, pp. 284-6; Duplessis, 'One theory, two draperies',
 pp. 143-6; and the wide-ranging discussion of European textile production in Jones, War and economy,
 pp. 199-210, who takes a more pessimistic view of Leiden's industrial fortunes.

 22 For this mutual protectionism, see, for example, Ormrod, Rise of commercial empires, pp. 167-74, 308-22;
 Dickson, 'English commercial negotiations'. For the notable expansion of the Iberian markets for British and
 French exports, see Fisher, Portugal trade, p. 15; Romano, 'Documenti', pp. 1283, 1289, 1291; Stein and Stein,
 Silver, trade and war, pp. 141-4.

 23 Eltis, 'Volume', p. 43; Stein, French slave trade, pp. 13-22; Phillips, 'Trade in the Iberian empires'; Stein and
 Stein, Silver, trade and war, pp. 183-90; Garcia-Baquero, Cadizy elAtlantico, vol. 2, pp. 156-7; Butel, 'France, the
 Antilles, and Europe', pp. 160-3; Romano, 'Documenti', pp. 1283, 1289, 1291; Villiers, 'Slave trade', pp. 210-11;
 Davis, 'English foreign trade', pp. 300-1; de Vries and van der Woude, First modern economy, pp. 472-8.

 24 For the popularity of these textiles in colonial markets, see Duplessis, Transitions to capitalism, p. 201; idem,
 'Cloth'.
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 exports were those of the weather, with clusters of very poor harvests in the early
 and late 1740s and late 1750s driving up the costs of basic foodstuffs and further
 reducing the demand for cloth.25

 Fourth, from 1760 to 1775 there was a marked increase in European textile
 output, especially in production centres linked to American markets; the only
 pause in this expansion of production occurred in the brief depression of the late
 1760s, when poor harvests once more took their toll on the demand for textiles.26
 So in Britain, Yorkshire's emergence after 1750 as England's premier woollen
 producing region depended on soaring demand for cheap woollens from the
 British colonies; and a similar surge in growth occurred in British transatlantic
 exports of domestically produced linens and cottons, which fast replaced German
 linens and East India calicoes in colonial markets.27 In France, the Rhineland, and
 Catalonia, the linen and cotton industries recovered from the depressed conditions
 of the 1740s and late 1750s and even Portugal, under protectionist measures, saw
 a modest growth of output across the range of textiles.

 The major cycles in the Atlantic indigo trade can thus be explained by fluctua
 tions in European textile manufacturing. Indigo imports grew rapidly from c. 1715
 until 1740 to meet the demands of a largely buoyant European textile industry.
 Then, for much of the period 1740-60, indigo imports stagnated and prices fell,
 as war in the Atlantic and poor European harvests depressed textile production.
 Finally, indigo imports and prices recovered with the resumption of full textile
 production at the close of the Seven Years War, fell back briefly in the manufac
 turing depression of the late 1760s, and then reached record levels as a result of the
 surge in textile production in the early 1770s.

 II

 How was the development of South Carolina's indigo industry linked to these
 broad movements in the world indigo trade and in European textile manufactur
 ing? The two data series for South Carolina's indigo trade are summarized in
 table 3: first, South Carolina's indigo exports, 1747-75; second, English indigo

 25 English industrial production suffered more in the war of 1739-48 than in the Seven Years War; for example,
 Yorkshire woollens and Lancashire cottons both enjoyed prosperous conditions from 1759 until 1763. For France
 both wars were, on balance, damaging to industry. Thus, French cotton textile output stagnated from
 the mid-1740s until the mid-1760s. The Languedoc woollen industry fared better, (although it exported to the
 Levant, not America), experiencing a severe crisis in the 1750s, but reaching new output levels at the end of the
 Seven Years War. See, in addition to works listed in n. 20, Wilson and Parker, Introduction, pp. 47, 72, 172-3;
 Garcia-Baquero, Cadiz y el Atlantico, vol. 2, pp. 156-7, 214-18; Fisher, Portugal trade, pp. 39, 45-6, 144;
 Wadsworth and de Lacy Mann, Cotton trade, p. 208. Schumpeter, English overseas trade, pp. 29-30, 26-38, 61-2;
 John, 'War', pp. 335-7; Dardel, Commerce, industrie et navigation, pp. 317, 393; Thomson, Clermont-de-Lodeve,
 pp. 369-82; idem, Distinctive industrialization; idem, 'Explaining the "take-ofF", pp. 711-15; Kisch, Domestic
 manufacture, pp. 46-8, 81, 126, 166-71. Riley, SevenYearsWar, pp. 104-30, argues that the wars damaged France's
 trade and industry far less than is usually thought because they were preceded and followed by anticipatory and
 compensatory trading booms. However, French wartime textile exports did slump in the short term, and his view
 that French textiles remained 'prosperous' during the SevenYearsWar ignores the widespread depression until
 c.1760, and concentrates on the modest recovery thereafter (ibid., p. 26).

 26 For the boom in textile output, see literature cited in nn. 20 and 25, and Mansuy-Diniz Silva, 'Portugal and
 Brazil'; Labrousse, 'Les ruptures', pp. 547-51; Kriedte, 'Demographic and economic rhythms', pp. 280-2; John,
 'Miles Nightingale', pp. 160-3; Ashton, Economic fluctuations, pp. 153-5; Kisch, Domestic manufacture, pp. 129-30,
 170-2. For the brief slump in the indigo market, see Fairlie, 'Dyestuffs', p. 503.

 27 From 1752-4 to 1772-4, English woollen, linen, and cotton exports to Africa and America tripled from
 ?0.64 to ?2.00 million; Davis, 'English foreign trade', pp. 300-1.
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 Table 3. English indigo imports from Carolina, South Carolina indigo exports, and
 South Carolina indigo prices, 1747-75

 Indigo prices (s. per lb.)

 English imports South Carolina Charleston prices 'Farm'prices
 from Carolina exports (best copper) (all indigo)

 (V (2) (3) (4)
 1747
 1748
 1749
 1750
 1751

 1752
 1753
 1754
 1755

 1756
 1757
 1758
 1759

 1760
 1761
 1762
 1763

 1764
 1765
 1766
 1767

 1768
 1769
 1770
 1771

 1772
 1773
 1774
 1775

 36,601
 190,400
 141,300
 94,500
 43,900

 25,700
 18,300
 76,100

 254,800

 409,000
 314,700
 383,100
 808,400

 550,100
 429,200
 237,200
 372,900

 511,000
 594,100
 608,700
 557,100

 509,800
 440,900
 570,600
 612,700

 683,000
 1,107,700
 1,256,600
 1,259,100

 138,300
 62,200
 138,300
 63,100
 19,900

 3,800
 28,500
 129,600
 303,500

 222,800
 876,400
 563,000
 695,700

 507,600
 384,100
 255,300
 438,900

 529,100
 335,800
 491,800
 570,600

 566,600 (478,000)
 402,700 (361,000)
 550,800 (528,000)
 434,200 (434,000)

 853,700 (662,700)
 720,600
 815,100

 1,122,200

 2.43
 2.62
 2.53
 2.74
 2.81

 Average 2.63
 3.45
 4.30
 3.98
 4.33

 Average 4. 02
 3.50
 3.75
 3.57
 3.55

 Average 3.59
 2.96
 3.22
 3.84
 4.03

 Average 3.51
 3.43
 3.28
 3.10
 2.98

 Average 3.20
 3.13
 3.76
 3.65
 4.46

 Average 3.75
 5.52
 4.16
 4.71
 4.32

 Average 4.68

 1.68 (2)
 1.38 (2)
 1.58 (10)
 1.33 (6)
 1.61 (4)
 1.52
 2.86 (1)
 3.92 (1)
 2.86 (2)
 1.94 (7)
 2.90
 1.83 (8)
 2.51 (4)
 1.97 (10)
 2.15 (11)
 2.12
 2.05 (4)
 2.31 (10)
 0.98 (4)
 1.40 (1)
 1.69
 3.20 (5)
 1.8
 1.31
 1.74 (6)
 2.03
 1.68 (11)
 2.94 (3)
 2.16 (8)
 3.20 (4)
 2.50
 3.31 (2)
 2.43 (7)
 2.59 (3)
 2.01 (11)
 2.59

 (6)
 (7)

 Note: The 'years' in which South Carolina exports are recorded vary in their terminal dates, as follows: 1747-52, March to March;
 1752-3, March to Jan.; 1753-72, Jan. to Jan.; 1773, Jan. to Nov.; 1773-4, Nov. to Oct.; 1774-5, Sept. to Feb. The last year is the
 only seriously incomplete one, although, in fact, exports in these six months exceeded all previous totals. Most indigo was shipped
 from Dec. to March; hence for the period 1753-73, exports from any one harvest crossed over two years; Gray, History of agriculture,
 vol. 2, p. 1024; Carter et al., eds., Historical statistics, series Egl 027-1032, p. 749.Total English imports in the period were about 10%
 higher than South Carolina exports when English imports should have been lower by about the same margin, partly because the
 notoriously badly-cured South Carolina exports would have lost weight in transit and partly because 2-3% of South Carolina's
 exports were shipped to non-English markets.The English customs designation 'Carolina' includes North as well as South Carolina,
 but the former's exports to England were minute and can be disregarded; see Merrens, Colonial North Carolina, p. 127.
 Sources: (l)TNA, Board of Customs and Excise, Inspector-General's Ledgers of Imports and Exports, Customs 3, vols. 47-75. (2)
 Carter et al., eds., Historical statistics, series Egl027-1032, p. 749; 1767 data from Edelson, 'Colour and enterprise', p. 180; the
 figures in parentheses for 1768-72 are from Clowse, Measuring Charleston 's overseas commerce, p. 70, tab. B-41. (3) Coclanis, Shadow
 of a dream, p. 107. (4) Indigo prices recorded by appraisers in South Carolina probate inventories or administrators' accounts,
 1747-75, South Carolina Department of Archives and History, Columbia, South Carolina (hereafter SCDAH), Records of the
 Secretary of State: Inventories of Estates, 1736-76, 16 vols., Inventories, LL (1732-46), Inventories, MM (1746-8), Inventories,
 B (1748-51), Inventories, R (I) (1751-3), Inventories, R (II) (1753-6), Inventories, W (1763-7), Inventories, X (1765-9),
 Inventories, Y (1769-71), Inventories, & (1772-6); SCDAH, Works Progress Administration (hereafter WPA), Transcripts of

 Wills, Inventories and Miscellaneous Records, vols. 87A-87B, 88A-88B, 94A, 154-62, 169-73, 186, 187, 190-1. The number of
 observations is small for some years, such as 1752/3 when few planters were producing indigo. Number of price quotations for each
 year given in parentheses.
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 imports from Carolina in the same period, which are published here for the first
 time.28 South Carolina's indigo exports were subject to marked fluctuations. So,
 production and exports commenced in the mid-1740s, reached a peak at the end
 of the war of 1739-48, fell away to almost nothing by 1752, and then grew very
 strongly once more from 1754-5 to the latter stages of the Seven Years War.
 Between 1763 and 1769, exports fluctuated from 350,000 to 600,000 lbs. per
 year, roughly similar to export levels during the war, and then reached record levels
 in the years 1771-5. These trends in the South Carolina trade before 1770 were
 thus the opposite of those in the Atlantic indigo trade in general: while French and
 Spanish colonial exports collapsed in wartime and thrived in the peace years,
 South Carolina's trade thrived in the war years and fell away or stagnated in the
 peace years. Only in the early 1770s did production trends in South Carolina move
 in line with those in French and Spanish America, as European indigo imports
 from all American sources reached record levels.

 Recent research has proposed two overlapping arguments to explain the fact that
 the pattern of South Carolina's indigo exports was the opposite of the other major
 colonial producers. First, historians have emphasized the privileged and protected
 position that South Carolina indigo obtained in the British market.The mid-century
 colonial wars, it is argued, cut Britain off from supplies of French and Spanish
 indigo, causing a sharp increase in demand and in prices for the South Carolina
 product. So, 'from 1739 to 1748 [warfare] closed British ports to French and
 Spanish goods, including indigo. Carolina planters secured a virtual monopoly on
 the market and rapidly increased their production'. After the war, these special
 conditions disappeared and the colonial industry virtually disappeared with them:
 it was not until the Seven Years War recreated the monopoly market conditions of the
 1740s that indigo exports from South Carolina once again reached high levels.29
 This account, however, does not fit with the trade data. Despite claims to the

 contrary, England was not cut off from foreign indigo supplies in wartime. Direct
 English imports from France and Spain did indeed fall away to nothing in the war
 years, but these were more than compensated for by two major sources that the
 literature has overlooked: firstly, and most importantly, prize cargoes of indigo
 seized from French and Spanish ships; secondly, much-increased English imports
 of indigo from the Netherlands, indigo acquired by the Dutch in their own prize
 trade or imported by them directly from France. When these imports are added to
 those from South Carolina and the other British colonies, we find that the British
 wartime market was not starved of indigo (table 2).30 On the contrary, in the War
 of 1739-48, English indigo imports continued at the high levels of the late 1730s,
 while in the Seven Years War, English imports from all sources averaged
 1.22 million lbs., nearly double those of 1749-55. During the Seven Years War,

 England displaced France as the major international centre for the indigo trade,

 28 For further details of these two sources, see notes to tab. 3.
 29 Sharrer, 'Indigo in South Carolina', pp. 95-7; for similar arguments, see McCusker and Menard, Economy

 of British Colonial America, pp. 186-7. Chaplin, Anxious pursuit, pp. 188-90; Edelson, 'Colour and enterprise',
 pp. 13-15.

 30 English indigo imports from France fell to nothing in the mid-century wars, creating the (false) impression
 that the British market was starved of indigo; Lambert, ed., House of Commons, vol. 121, pp. 285-91. Jelatis,
 'Tangled up in blue', p. 162, tab. 24, provides figures for total English imports of indigo, although with no
 accompanying interpretation.
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 Table 4. English re-exports and retained imports of British colonial and French!
 Spanish colonial indigo, 1756-75 (000s lbs., annual average)

 English indigo re-exports of English retained exports of

 British French!Spanish British French!Spanish
 colonial colonial Totals colonial colonial Totals

 1756-9 246 151 397 396 512 926
 1760-3 273 190 463 259 397 656
 1764-7 268 85 353 367 645 1,012
 1768-71 269 85 354 394 503 897
 1772-5 451 89 490 854 201 1,055

 Annual average 1756-76 301 110 411 445 452 896

 Note: The classification of indigo re-exports in the English customs accounts is inconsistent; hence the data depend on
 interpretation. In most years the customs accounts designate three origins for indigo re-exports, namely, unspecified, 'French',
 and 'Spanish'. In some years, however, there was a fourfold designation: unspecified, 'British Plantation', 'French', and 'Spanish'.
 The first two grades were invariably given the same (low) valuation while 'French' and 'Spanish' were given higher valuations. I
 have therefore assumed that unspecified and 'British Plantation' indigo are the same, that is, indigo originally imported from the
 British colonies; and that re-exports designated as 'French' and Spanish' originated in those countries.
 Source: See tab. 2.

 shown by the fact that English indigo re-exports during the war were three times
 as high as in the preceding years of peace (tables 2 and 4). South Carolina
 therefore did not establish a monopoly of an under-supplied British market, which
 in practice was more abundantly supplied in wartime than in peace, and at its
 wartime peak in the Seven Years War controlled only 36 per cent of British imports.

 The current explanations given for the rapid growth of South Carolina indigo
 exports after 1763 are also inadequate. Sharrer and Chaplin emphasize that
 Carolina indigo was of a poor quality and that its sales in Britain therefore depended
 on the large tariff supposedly placed on foreign indigo entering the British market
 in 1764, which created 'a trade wall in peacetime that foreign producers found
 nearly impossible to hurdle'. Yet, as Winberry noted some time ago, the American
 Revenue Act of 1764 (ineffectually) taxed foreign indigo entering the British
 colonies, though not that entering Britain, whose imports of indigo were duty-free
 from 1734 to the end of the century. He thus argued that 'what caused [Carolina]
 indigo's success' was not protection but 'simply increased demand', especially for
 the cheaper 'copper indigo' that Carolina specialized in producing.31 However, this
 provides no explanation for why South Carolina responded so successfully to
 augmented European demand for indigo from c. 1770, when it had failed to do so in
 the early 1750s, the late 1760s, or indeed before 1745.
 The second and more convincing explanation of the success of Carolina indigo

 focuses not on its privileged market position in Britain but on its relative market
 position in South Carolina vis-?-vis the colony's other major staple, rice. The
 turning point was the crippling depression that hit the rice industry in the war of
 1739-48 and drove the search for an alternative export staple.32 As the price of rice

 31 See Sharrer, 'Indigo in South Carolina,' p. 97, the source of the first quotation; Chaplin, Anxious pursuit,
 pp. 201-2; Winberry, 'Reputation', p. 244, the source of the second quotation; see also Jelatis, 'Tangled up in
 blue', p. 161; Edelson, 'Colour and enterprise', pp. 40-1.

 32 See Menard, 'Slavery, economic growth and revolutionary ideology', pp. 251-5; McCusker and Menard,
 Economy of British Colonial America, pp. 186-7; Morgan, Slave counterpoint, pp. 159-60; Coon, 'Eliza Lucas
 Pinckney', pp. 69-70; Edelson, Plantation enterprise, pp. Ill, 323, n. 69.
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 sank in wartime, it is argued, that of indigo rose sharply, stimulating a vigorous
 production of the new staple.33 The problem here is that indigo prices fell rather
 than rose in British-American markets in wartime, a pattern explained, as dis
 cussed above, by the decline in European textile production (and hence in the
 world demand for indigo) in the war years.34 Hence, while the literature correctly
 emphasizes the interplay between Charleston rice and indigo prices as the main
 force shaping production decisions in South Carolina's plantation economy, our
 current understanding of these relative price movements is imperfect and needs
 both to be revised and placed in the context of the wider Atlantic markets for rice
 and indigo. This context is established for the three distinct phases of development
 experienced by the South Carolina indigo industry from its inception to the
 American Revolution: from 1740 to 1752, when indigo was established in the
 colony and then nearly collapsed as a viable industry; second, from 1753 to 1763,
 when indigo emerged as a major plantation crop; and finally, from 1764 to 1775,
 when Carolina's indigo industry weathered a postwar slump in the world trade to
 enjoy a remarkable boom in the closing years of the colonial era.
 During the War of 1739-48, indigo prices slumped in European and British

 colonial markets (figure 1). There are no price data for the Charleston market
 before 1747, but in Philadelphia indigo prices turned down from 1741 and by
 1748 had dipped to their lowest level for the colonial period.35 South Carolina's
 planters decided to produce indigo, despite these adverse prices, because condi
 tions in the rice market were even worse. The War of 1739-48, as is well known,
 had a more damaging effect on the rice trade than on any other Atlantic staple.36

 War doubled or trebled transatlantic freight and insurance charges for rice, a fatal
 disadvantage for a bulky commodity that competed in Europe with cheap, locally
 produced grainstuffs which did not suffer from similar wartime inflation in costs
 and prices. The burden of higher costs for rice was shared between the European
 consumer, who paid more for Carolina rice and hence bought less, and the
 Carolina producer, who received a lower price and hence produced less.37 So, rice
 prices, like those for indigo, but for different reasons, fell in Carolina in wartime.
 However, the 80 per cent fall in rice prices was so severe as to alter the ratio of the
 two prices markedly in indigo's favour (figure 2). Indigo enjoyed the advantage
 that it had a low bulk-to-value ratio. Hence, the wartime inflation of freight costs
 added much less to its final cost in Europe. These trends stimulated a shift of
 resources to indigo and it is notable that South Carolina indigo production
 commenced in the mid-1740s, when indigo's relative price reached its peak
 (figure 2).38

 From 1747 to 1752, however, there was a pronounced downturn in the relative
 price of indigo in Charleston. Indigo prices themselves rose by 50 per cent, in line

 33 As McCusker and Menard, Economy of British Colonial America, p. 187, put it, 'the war [1739-48] cut off
 British supplies of French colonial indigo and drove prices sharply upward'. For a similar view, see Edelson,
 'Colour and enterprise', pp. 14-15.

 34 For the wartime depression in Philadelphia and Charleston's indigo market, see Bezanson, Gray, and
 Hussey, Prices in colonial Pennsylvania, pp. 219-26; for Charleston, Coclanis, Shadow of a dream, p. 107. For price
 falls in other markets, see fig. 1.

 35 Bezanson et al., Prices in colonial Pennsylvania, pp. 219-26, 424.
 36 See above, n. 32.
 37 Nash, 'South Carolina', pp. 687-90,
 38 For the view that the 1740s rice depression stimulated indigo production, see above, n. 32.
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 Figure 2. Ratio of indigo to rice prices: Philadelphia 1735-46; Charleston 1747-75
 Source: Philadelphia: Bezanson et al., Prices in colonial Pennsylvania, pp. 222-6, 422-4; South Carolina: Coclanis, Shadow of a
 dream, pp. 106-7. Prices converted to sterling on the bases of exchange rates in McCusker, Money and exchange, pp. 223-4.

 with world prices, but rice prices trebled, caused by the lifting of the trade's high
 wartime costs. As Henry Laurens, a leading South Carolina merchant and planter,
 commented in 1748, 'Rice having kept up at a good price this year and a prospect
 of continuing so is some check to the indigo, our planters in common chusing to
 go on in the old rhoad while it will still answer, rather than venture in any new
 enterprise'.39

 The rice market's recovery nearly killed off the infant Carolina indigo industry;
 exports fell to virtually zero by 1752, despite the fact that indigo prices were higher
 than in the mid-1740s, when indigo had first been produced, and non
 withstanding the British bounty granted to Carolina indigo in 1748 (figure l).The
 bounty was awarded to merchantable indigo at the rate of 6 d. per lb., that is, about
 10-15 per cent of the Charleston market price, although the rate was reduced to
 4 d. per lb. in 1770. Its sponsors in the House of Commons argued that the
 Carolina industry needed the bounty both to protect its share of the British market
 against French producers and to persuade planters to remain in indigo production
 despite the (correctly) anticipated postwar rise in rice prices.40 The most detailed
 accounts of the bounty, however, argue that its impact on South Carolina produc
 tion was a marginal one and these views remain more convincing than recent
 attempts to reinstate the bounty as the crucial element in indigo's success: one
 study stating that 'the volume of exports did not take off until Britain began to

 39 Hamer, Rogers, and Chesnutt, eds., Henry Laurens, vol. 1, pp. 138-9. Indigo exports in 1748 were indeed less
 than half those of the previous season.

 40 Edelson, 'Colour and enterprise', pp. 30-41. For the parliamentary deliberations, see H. of C.Journals, XXV
 (1748), pp. 634-5.
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 offer a bounty for indigo in 1749'.41 In fact, Carolina indigo exports slumped after
 the introduction of the bounty (table 3). The bounty's immediate effect was to
 prevent the industry's eradication in the postwar era; its long-term effect was to
 intensify South Carolina's tendency to produce low-quality indigo as it was paid at
 a flat rate per pound and hence provided a greater proportionate subsidy to cheap
 than to costly indigo.42 The decisive influence on indigo output was not the bounty
 but trends in the rice market, which were governed by warfare and by variations in
 Carolina and European harvest levels.

 From 1752, indigo prices recovered strongly in Charleston and other Atlantic
 markets, in response to the postwar recovery in European textile production, while
 the Charleston price of rice fell, as rice output soared to unprecedented levels.
 South Carolina had acted as the dominant rice supplier to European markets since
 the 1720s and hence an excess of supply in the colony inevitably had a depressing
 effect on world prices. This steep relative increase in indigo prices brought about
 a substantial increase in indigo production before hostilities resumed. In 1754-5,
 when rice and indigo traded at the same relative prices as they had in the
 mid-1740s (figure 2), South Carolina indigo exports averaged 217,000 lbs., by far
 the highest levels achieved to this point.
 The Seven Years War falls into two parts as far as the indigo trade is concerned.

 Until 1760, Charleston indigo prices fell, as they had in the previous war, but as
 rice prices fell more quickly, relative prices continued to shift in indigo's favour
 (figure 2). Rice production was thus scaled back and there was a further substan
 tial shift of resources to indigo production; Carolina indigo exports in 1756-9
 averaged 590,000 lbs. per annum, the only years during the colonial period when
 the value of indigo exports exceeded those of rice (figure 3).43 The second half of
 the war is more difficult to interpret because of abrupt and, to some degree,
 exogenously-caused fluctuations in indigo and rice output and prices. In 1759-60,
 the price-ratio shifted in favour of rice, partly because indigo prices fell to their
 lowest wartime level, but mainly because of two deficient rice harvests in South
 Carolina which, as they coincided with drastic harvest failures in Europe, drove up
 rice prices in Charleston.44 This stimulated a renewed interest in rice cultivation
 and exports. As the South Carolina Gazette stated in 1759, 'the general assiduity
 with which the planter . . . [is] pursuing the cultivation of rice (a great number
 having laid indigo wholly aside) make it more than probable that a great crop of
 that article [rice] will be produced the ensuing season'.45

 41 See especially Edelson, 'Colour and enterprise', pp. 30-41; Jelatis, 'Tangled up in blue', pp. 28-31, 161,
 argues that the bounty's immediate impact was negligible and (less convincingly) that its long-run influence was
 considerable. For optimizing views of the bounty's effect on production, see Mancall, Rosenbloom, and Weiss,
 'Agricultural labour productivity', p. 397, from which the quote is taken; Chaplin, Anxious pursuit, pp. 199-200.

 42 As noted (and he seems unique in this respect) by Gray, History of agriculture, vol. I, p. 295.
 43 Indigo exports were low in 1756 because of drought in the previous growing season (1755). However, this

 was balanced by the enormous harvest of 1756, a crop mainly exported in 1757, (tab. 3); see, Edelson, 'Planting
 the Lowcountry', vol. 1, pp. 86-8, idem, Plantation enterprise, p. 11 l.The reorganization of plantation agriculture
 to supply indigo is discussed below.

 44 For rice prices and exports, see Coclanis, Shadow of a dream, p. 106; Carter, Gartner, Haines, Olmstead,
 Sutch, and Wright, eds., Historical statistics, vol. 5, series Egl 166-1170, pp. 763-75. For the predicted harvest
 shortfalls in rice, see Edelson, 'Planting the Lowcountry', vol. 2, p. 530. For high grain and rice prices in
 Amsterdam and Portugal, Carolina's main markets in 1757-9, see Posthumus, Inquiry, vol. 1, pp. 2-3, 7-8;
 Godhino, Prix et monnaies, tabs. 5 and 6, pp. 74-8.

 45 South Carolina Gazette, 5 May 1759.
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 I Indigo exports ?s

 I Rice exports ?s

 Figure 3. South Carolina indigo and rice exports, 1747-75 (000S ?S)
 Source: For export volumes, see tab. 3 and Carter et al., ed., Historical statistics, series Egl 166-1170, pp. 763-7; for prices,
 Coclanis, Shadow of a dream, pp. 106-7.

 However, the underlying depressed conditions of the wartime rice market could
 not be bucked indefinitely, and the increase in rice production, coupled with the
 return to normal conditions in European grain markets, led to a fall in prices in
 Charleston. As this coincided with a recovery of indigo prices from 1761, the
 price-ratio shifted decisively once again in indigo's favour (figure 2). This stimu
 lated an increase in indigo output, although in 1761-2 indigo crops and exports

 were reduced by severe droughts, indigo demanding a great deal of water for its
 successful cultivation and processing.46
 After the Seven Years War, Charleston rice prices recovered very quickly, as they

 did after the War of 1739-48, and remained at high levels until the late 1760s;
 indigo prices on the other hand remained in the doldrums, partly because huge
 stocks of indigo held in the French and Spanish colonies were released on to
 European markets and partly because the postwar boom in European textile
 production gave way to a manufacturing depression in the late 1760s.47 Relative
 price conditions now favoured rice, and its production bounded upwards, while
 that of indigo remained below the peak levels achieved a decade earlier. As Laurens
 noted in 1769, in a remark echoing his comment of 20 years earlier, 'whenever
 the price of rice shall fail many more planters will turn their hands upon

 46 Tab. 3 and Edelson, Plantation enterprise, p. 100.
 47 For depressed indigo prices in England and in France in the late 1760s, see Fairlie, 'Dyestuffs', p. 503;

 Geggus, 'Indigo and slavery', p. 26.
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 indigo . . . but this will not come to pass while rice is at [the high price] of
 60/[s.]per 100 lbs'.48 From 1770, there was renewed growth in textile production,
 particularly in Britain, and this boosted indigo prices throughout the Atlantic
 production and consuming areas. South Carolina responded to these market
 stimuli. Rice exports stagnated, while indigo output showed a further remarkable
 ability to react to favourable market conditions (figure 3). Thus, from 1771 to
 1775, indigo exports averaged 860,000 lbs. per year, half as much again as in the
 late 1750s and twice the level of the immediate postwar years.49

 Ill

 From the mid-1740s, South Carolina indigo became a major colonial export
 staple. But why did Carolina planters choose to grow indigo rather than some
 other alternative to rice? And having done so, how did South Carolina planters
 contrive to shift resources so flexibly back and forth between their two principal
 staples? South Carolina planters experimented with numerous slave-produced
 staples in the early colonial period, including rice, indigo, cotton, silk, citrus fruits,
 ginger, sugar, tobacco, hemp, flax, leather, provisions, and naval stores. The rice
 depression of the 1740s sparked off a renewed round of planter experimentation
 with alternative staples, supported by a public debate in the South Carolina Gazette
 and the colony's House of Assembly.50 However, apart from rice, only naval stores,
 indigo, and then cotton became major export staples in the two centuries from the
 settlement of the colony to the American Civil War. These products thus offered
 the only realistic means of diversifying the Lowcountry plantation economy away
 from rice in the mid-eighteenth century. Naval stores were exported in volume
 from 1705 to 1725, but the industry's viability depended on large British bounties,
 and when these were slashed in the mid-1720s, exports slumped. The soaring
 freight rates of the mid-century wars further hampered naval stores, which had an
 even higher bulk-to-value ratio than rice: high transport reduced South Carolina's
 wartime naval stores' exports by 25-50 per cent.51 If naval stores offered no escape
 from the rice depression, cotton's prospects seemed brighter. It had long been
 produced on a small scale in South Carolina to provide the raw material for the
 handicraft production of 'homespun' cloth for slaves. Planters, including the
 principal pioneer of indigo production, Eliza Pinckney, experimented with its
 commercial cultivation alongside indigo in the 1740s, and in 1744 the colonial
 legislature granted cotton (and indigo) a substantial export bounty. The indigo

 48 That is, 60 s. Carolina currency or 8 s.6 d. sterling per cwt; in fact, very much the price that rice traded at
 in the Charleston market in 1769; Hamer et al., eds., Henry Laurens, vol. 7, p. 172.

 49 Edelson, 'Colour and enterprise', pp. 71-5, argues that the speculative bubble in indigo from 1770 burst in
 the financial crisis of 1772. However, while indigo prices did peak early in 1772, and then declined, average prices
 and exports in 1773-5 were higher than in any previous three-year period; see tab. 3, col. 3, and Cole, Wholesale
 commodity prices, pp. 62-70.

 50 The most authoritative account of these experiments remains Gray, History of agriculture, vol. I, pp. 52-5,
 177-94; see also, McCusker and Menard, Economy of British Colonial America, pp. 171-5; Edelson, Plantation
 enterprise, pp. 38-41; Coclanis, Shadow of a dream, 61-2; Chaplin, Anxious pursuit, pp. 134-61, 190-9. For
 renewed experimentation with staples in the 1740s, see Coon, 'Eliza Lucas Pinckney'; and Jelatis, 'Tangled up in
 blue', pp. 31-9, who discusses indigo's advantages as an alternative to rice and unsuccessful trials with other
 staples.

 51 McCusker and Menard, Economy of British Colonial America, pp. 179-80. Jelatis, 'Tangled up in blue',
 pp. 205-7, provides statistics of tar, pitch, and turpentine exports.
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 bounty was removed the following year, as it threatened to burden the public
 purse, while the cotton bounty remained until 1778, because exports were insig
 nificant and the bounty was seldom claimed. Carolina's cotton exports did not
 take off until the late 1780s, when the combination of the collapse of indigo prices,
 triggered by competition from British imports of East Indian indigo, and the
 buoyancy of Britain's cotton market, led, first, Carolina's sea-island planters and,
 later, its upland planters, to abandon indigo in favour of cotton.52

 Indigo, therefore, provided the only viable alternative to rice in the 1740s
 depression. However, producers did not undertake an immediate and substantial
 diversion of resources in response to changes in the relative prices of rice and
 indigo, but did so in a lagged and cumulative fashion, as they gained confidence
 that the price shift was a sustained one.53 Such confidence grew among South
 Carolina planters from the early to the mid-1740s, as the change in relative prices
 favouring indigo persisted for a number of seasons, reducing planters' fears of the
 risks involved in committing themselves to an untried and speculative form of
 production.

 The literature has emphasized that indigo was exploited both by modest farmers
 producing for the internal market, for whom indigo provided, as rice did not, a
 means of entering the export market, and by large-scale rice planters who diver
 sified into indigo as a secondary staple.54 The new estimates presented here
 (table 5) summarize all inventoried South Carolina estates that produced rice,
 indigo, or both, for the years 1746-50, when indigo was first produced, and for
 1771-5, when South Carolina indigo production was at its peak. The data for the
 late 1740s show conclusively that it was the larger-scale rice planters who pio
 neered the production of indigo in South Carolina and that the contribution of the
 lesser planters at this stage was negligible. So, the Carolina plantations producing
 both rice and indigo in the late 1740s owned 30 per cent more slaves than the far
 more numerous estates that produced solely rice, and three times as many slaves
 as were found on the handful of indigo-only plantations. The outcome of indigo's
 complex processing was unpredictable, especially in the early, experimental years,
 often yielding indigo of a poor or unsaleable quality; the leading planters were best
 placed to absorb the losses associated with faulty batches of indigo as they
 possessed enough slaves to operate multiple sets of processing equipment.55 It was,
 therefore, such planters who reacted to the 1740s rice depression by taking
 advantage of the complementarity of rice and indigo's requirements for land and
 labour to spawn a new staple on established rice plantations. Indigo comple

 52 Gray, History of agriculture, vol. 1, pp. 182-4, and vol. 2, pp. 610-11, 673-87; Coon, 'Eliza Lucas Pinckney';
 Pinckney, ed., Letterbook, pp. xvii-xx, 8, 15-16; Chaplin, Anxious pursuit, pp. 220-6, 281-306.

 53 Fogel, Without consent, pp. 92-6, discusses the lagged but decisive response of southern United States'
 planters to changes in the relative prices of cotton and corn in the ante-bellum period. He also notes that 'the
 speed with which slaveholders reacted to the sudden change in the price of indigo after the Revolution came close
 to a controlled experiment on their sensitivity to market conditions . . . they reduced their production of [indigo]
 by 98% in just three years' (ibid., p. 94).

 54 Rowland, Moore, and Rogers, Beaufort County, pp. 162-71; Edelson, 'Colour and enterprise', pp. 80-3;
 Jelatis, 'Tangled up in blue', pp. 38-41, 138-41.

 55 As Laurens commented in 1756: 'There is something Extreamly unacountable in the working of
 Indigo . . . We shall make it very fine today & tomorrow without any visible alteration in the weather with the
 Same weed, the Same water, Steeping, and beating the most Experienced of our Makers shall not be able to make
 Either the Same quantity or quality'; see Hamer et al., eds., Henry Laurens, vol. 2, p. 320; Edelson, Plantation
 enterprise, pp. 102-3; Edelson, 'Colour and enterprise', pp. 158-60.
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 Table 5. South Carolina rice and indigo plantations, 1746-50, 1771-5
 A. 1746-50 Numbers of slaves

 RICE 0-9 10-29 30-49 50-99
 No. of plantations 41 66 31 14
 No. of slaves 219 1,241 1,150 890
 Average no. of slaves per estate 5.3 18.8 37.1 63.6
 RICE AND INDIGO
 No. of plantations 6 12 8 8
 No. of slaves 38 245 299 577
 Average no. of slaves per estate 5.4 20.4 37.4 72.1
 INDIGO
 No. of plantations 2 2 1 0
 No. of slaves 10 23 24 0
 Average no. of slaves per estate 5.0 11.5 24.0 ?

 B. 1771-5 Numbers of slaves

 RICE 0-9 10-29 30-49 50-99
 No. of plantations 24 57 35 37
 No. of slaves 124 1,144 1,371 2,491
 Average no. of slaves per estate 5.2 20.2 39.7 68.4
 RICE AND INDIGO
 No. of plantations 4 19 10 14
 No. of slaves 28 346 356 864
 Average no. of slaves per estate 7.0 18.2 35.6 61.7

 INDIGO 0-9 10-29 30-49 50-99
 No. of plantations 26 45 14 6
 No. of slaves 144 850 518 375
 Average no. of slaves per estate 5.5 18.9 37.0 62.5

 100+
 7
 976
 139.4

 1
 100
 100

 0
 0

 100+
 9
 1,239
 137.7

 6
 783
 130.5
 100+
 1
 132
 132

 Totals
 159
 4,476
 28.1

 35
 I, 259
 36.0

 5
 57
 II. 4

 Totals
 162
 6,369
 39.3

 53
 2,377
 44.8
 Totals
 92
 2,019
 22.0

 % of grand total
 80%
 77%

 18%
 22%

 2%
 1%

 % of grand total
 53%
 59%

 17%
 22%

 % of grand total
 30%
 19%

 Note: Plantations producing rice and indigo are identified by entries in probate inventories of the following: rice seed, threshed,
 unthreshed, etc.; rice crops/processed, as: acres of, rough, stacks of, neat, clean, merchantable, milled, small, broken, etc.; indigo
 seed, wild indigo seed, threshed, unthreshed, etc.; indigo crops/processed, as: acres of, parcels, lots, lbs., etc.; rice and indigo
 equipment as: rice sieves, hooks, fans, tools, mortars, pestles, mills, etc.; indigo vats [many variations], steepers, hooks, reapers,
 boxes, drainers, bags, etc.; rice and indigo sales.
 Sources: See tab. 3, col. 4.

 merited rice because it was grown on higher and drier land than rice, land hitherto
 uncultivated or used for corn, and because its seasonal labour demands peaked at
 different times than those for rice.56 The complementarity of labour demands,
 however, was by no means a perfect one. The most detailed studies have shown
 that for indigo it worked more smoothly for skilled labour than for field hands.57
 Planters, despite these obstacles, nevertheless succeeded in coordinating labour
 demands by subjecting unskilled workers on large plantations to a much intensified
 labour regime, shown by the sharp increase in the output extracted from slave
 labourers from 1750 to 1770.58
 The further expansion of indigo after 1750 led to a more fundamental recon

 struction of the Carolina plantation system and, by the early 1770s, indigo was
 produced within two distinct sectors. First, rice planters continued to produce

 56 For the complementary nature of rice and indigo, see, among many references, Morgan, Slave counterpoint,
 pp. 159-64; Coon, 'Eliza Lucas Pinckney', p. 64; McCusker and Menard, Economy of British Colonial America,
 pp. 186-7.

 57Jelatis, 'Tangled up in blue', pp. 142-9, emphasizes that rice and indigo competed for unskilled labour.
 Edelson, 'Colour and enterprise', pp. 118-21, 129-35, emphasizes indigo's need for skilled labour and, in idem,
 'Planting the Lowcountry', vol. 2, p. 330, remarks that on Laurens's Mepkin plantation, rice and indigo's
 competing summer labour demands made them 'to some degree mutually exclusive products'.

 58 Nash, 'South Carolina', p. 691, tab. 7, shows that exports per slave increased by about a third from c. 1750-70.
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 Table 6. Indigo producers as a proportion of all inventoried South Carolina estates and
 of all agricultural estates, 1746-70

 A.

 Chaplin
 Jelatis
 Morgan
 B.

 Current data

 1740-79
 1747-75
 1730-76

 Present data
 1746-50
 1771-5

 Indigo producers
 as a % of all estates

 4.8%
 17.0%
 11.0%

 7.8%
 14.6%

 Indigo producers as a %
 of agricultural estates

 12.5%
 23.8%

 Sources: A. Chaplin, Anxious pursuit, p. 209; Jelatis, 'Tangled up in blue', pp. 80-2; Morgan, Slave counterpoint, p. 50. B. See tab. 5.

 indigo alongside rice. These hybrid estates, judging by the inventories, had
 increased in number by about 60 per cent since the late 1740s (table 5). Second,
 the spread of indigo added an important new dimension to the plantation
 economy?specialist indigo plantations. By the early 1770s, indeed, estates pro
 ducing solely indigo were twice as numerous as the hybrid rice-indigo estates.
 Their labour forces had grown substantially since 1750, although they were still
 only half the size of those found on rice-indigo plantations (22 compared with
 45 slaves) and collectively they accounted for 2,000 slaves as opposed to the 2,400
 found on rice-indigo estates. But, as specialist workers unconnected to rice, slaves
 on these estates produced more indigo per capita than those on hybrid plantations,
 and hence were now the main productive force behind indigo. A half of all the
 indigo-only plantations (45 of 92 estates) were medium-sized estates owning
 between 10 and 39 slaves, with an average of 19 slaves. A further quarter possessed
 0-9 slaves, at an average of five slaves per estate. These latter plantations look too
 small for efficient production, given that indigo producers required a notional
 minimum of five working hands; but that even these marginal estates were viable
 producers is shown by the fact that at least 70 per cent of them were equipped with
 processing equipment or held substantial stocks of finished indigo.59
 How important was indigo to Carolina's plantation economy? The current

 evidence on this subject is conflicting, with estimates of the proportion of all
 inventoried South Carolina estates involved in indigo production ranging from a
 low of 4.8 to a high of 17 per cent (table 6). Chaplin's low estimate of the
 proportion of estates producing indigo, which reduces indigo's role in the planta
 tion system to virtual insignificance, is based on a 10 per cent sample of South
 Carolina's probate inventories and includes only inventories reporting evidence of
 indigo vats and drying boxes. However, appraisers inventoried only cmoveables'
 and often omitted vats from inventories, presumably because they were seen as
 fixtures or buildings.60 My estimates (B), and Jelatis's and Morgan's, include all

 59 Of 26 estates, 15 had indigo vats and three others held substantial stocks of indigo. As noted below, appraisers
 sometimes omitted indigo vats from inventories. Some minor indigo planters specialized in producing indigo seed
 for the seed market rather than processed indigo; see Edelson, 'Colour and enterprise', p. 87; Jelatis, 'Tangled up
 in blue', pp. 82-5.

 60 For 1756-60, for example, 101 inventories show evidence of indigo, of which only 17 list vats (or steepers
 and boxes). For examples of estate sale advertisements listing multiple indigo vats, when the immediately
 preceding probate inventories listed none, see inventories of Andrew Deveaux sen., 28 Feb. 1754 (SCDAH,WPA
 Inventories, vol. 144, p. 210), and David Hext, 12 Dec. 1754 (vol. 146, p. 287); and corresponding estate
 advertisements in South Carolina Gazette, 16 April 1754; 20 Jan. 1755.
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 inventories showing evidence of indigo crops and processed indigo, and of indigo
 tools and equipment, including vats.61 The new data (B) show indigo's significant
 and expanding role in the late colonial Carolina economy: from modest beginnings
 in the late 1740s, it developed to the point, in the early 1770s, where it was
 produced by a quarter of all agriculturalists. Of these one-third produced both rice
 and indigo and two-thirds indigo only; between them they owned a third of the
 colony's inventoried slave population.62

 Indigo also underpinned South Carolina's geographical transformation after
 1750, as the main location of plantation agriculture shifted from the central core of
 settlement into the colony's 'frontier' zones. In the late 1740s, the great bulk of
 indigo was produced on rice-indigo estates located in southern-central parishes and
 on the adjoining sea islands, areas contiguous to the colony's original core of
 settlement, and which had largely sustained the rice boom of the 1720s and 1730s.
 Very little indigo was grown in the colony's southern and northern zones, which at
 this stage focused respectively on livestock raising and on naval stores and rice.63 In
 the early 1770s, the hybrid estates continued to be concentrated in the colony's
 southern-central core and on the adjacent sea islands. The great majority of
 specialist indigo estates, however, sprang up in the colony's 'frontier' zones: in the
 north, on the Santee and in the Georgetown district generally; in the south, in the
 mainland parishes and sea islands; and, to a lesser extent, in the backcountry.64 It is
 indigo, alongside tidal rice cultivation, which explains why, from 1760, the growth
 of population and wealth in southern and northern districts easily outpaced that of
 the formerly dominant core area. As Morgan states, indigo's 'contribution to the
 dynamism of the late colonial [Carolina] economy . . . cannot be exaggerated'.65

 The remarkable ability of South Carolina's production system to respond so
 flexibly to shifts in the relative demand for rice and indigo therefore reflected its
 dual plantation structure, one combining estates capable of producing both staples
 with those producing solely indigo. The specialist indigo producers had to commit
 their major resources to indigo in every season. Rice planters, however, could
 produce either staple and the quantities of resources they contributed to (or
 withdrew from) indigo production from season to season lay at the heart of the
 plantation system's flexible response to changes in demand for indigo. The spe
 cialist indigo producers provided the bedrock of production by devoting their
 slaves' staple activities exclusively to indigo; the hybrid producers provided an

 61 See notes to tab. 5.
 62 See tab. 5 for numbers of slaves employed in indigo. The total inventoried slave population, 1771-5, was just

 under 13,000.
 63 The locations of the 40 rice-indigo and indigo estates identified for the period 1746-50 were as follows:

 Central parishes near Charleston, 4; South-Central parishes, that is, St George's, St Paul's and St Bartholomew's,
 including Edisto, James, and John's Islands, 31; Northern, 3; Southern, 1; not located, 1. South Carolina probate
 inventories rarely give locations for estates. These, however, have been identified from a variety of sources, mainly
 estate advertisements in the South Carolina Gazette, and the wills and the Jury Lists in the South Carolina
 Department of Archives and History (hereafter SCDAH).

 64 The locations of the 92 indigo-only estates for 1771-5 were: Central parishes, including Sea Islands, 17;
 Northern, 33; Southern, 20; Backcountry, 18; not located, 4. Backcountry estates held fewer slaves than those in
 other districts.

 65 For settlement patterns, and the distinction between the 'core', 'secondary', and 'frontier' zones, see Edelson,
 Plantation enterprise, pp. 127-46; see also Jelatis, 'Tangled up in blue', pp. 107-28. For the rapid late colonial shifts
 in taxable wealth, see Rowland et al., Beaufort County, pp. 175-8; SCDAH, Records of the Public Treasurer of
 South Carolina, 1725-1776, General Tax Receipts and Payments, 1761-1769; the quotation is from Morgan,
 Slave counterpoint, p. 159.
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 elastic element in production through their internal plantation redistribution of
 labour in response to changes in the relative prices of indigo and rice.66 The major
 study we have of a planter switching resources between rice and indigo in this way
 is that of Henry Laurens's Mepkin plantation, which also illustrates the blunders
 that planters could make when they tried to second-guess market trends rather
 than merely responding to them. Henry Laurens bought Mepkin, near Charleston,
 in 1762 and produced rice on it for three years. In 1765, despite the fact that
 relative prices were clearly favouring rice in the postwar era (figure 2), Laurens
 switched Mepkin's production from rice to indigo. In fact, he had misread the

 market: the relative price of rice continued to soar and eventually Laurens, real
 izing his mistake, 'abruptly halted indigo production in 1769 and again made

 Mepkin a rice plantation5.67

 IV

 Until now, historians have argued that English merchants were forced to import
 South Carolina indigo after 1745, despite deploring its low quality, because
 England was deprived of supplies of French and Spanish indigo for which manu
 facturers had a clear preference. In fact, as this article has shown, Carolina indigo
 competed successfully with foreign indigo in an open market rather than merely
 replacing it in a protected one. This raises two issues: did Carolina indigo produc
 ers produce a low-grade product and, if they did, why did British textile manu
 facturers use inferior British colonial indigo rather than its superior French and
 Spanish counterparts?
 Gray's classic study of agriculture in the southern American colonies argued

 that the colony's indigo producers sacrificed quality for quantity, preferring to
 maximize their income by producing a low-grade commodity in bulk rather than
 a smaller quantity of indigo of a higher quality and price. Carolina planters,
 benefiting from an abundance of land but a shortage of labour, cultivated indigo
 extensively rather than intensively, and devoted much less labour to its cultivation
 and processing than did French Caribbean planters or British producers in East
 Florida.68 As one Carolina planter stated in 1757, flora indigo 'yeilded so little to
 the vatt, that it was more Profitable to make Copper Indigo at 25/ per lb than that
 [Flora] sort at 60/'.69
 However, Carolina planters believed that their indigo's reputation for poor

 quality was actually undeserved and arose from the machinations of British mer
 chants who sought to run down the reputation and hence the price of the Carolina

 66 Of course, when planters made seasonal decisions about planting indigo they could not predict what price
 their crops would fetch. However, as fig. 2 shows, with the exception of 1758-60, upward or downward
 movements of relative prices persisted for a number of years, providing planters with some guide to future price
 trends.

 67 Edelson, Plantation enterprise, pp. 212-13, quotation from p. 213. For two other examples of plantations
 varying their relative output of rice and indigo in response to market conditions, see SCDAH, Records of the
 Secretary of State: Inventories of Estates, 1736-76, 16 vols., Inventories, X (1765-9), fols. 295-300, Adminis
 trator's accounts of estate of Francis Kinloch, 1768-71; Robert Scott Small Library, College of Charleston,
 Charleston, Special Collections, MSS 0034 017, Account Book Estate of John Cordes (typescript), pp. 10, 12,
 16-17, 19, 25, 27, 45, 47, 49, 52.

 68 Gray, History of agriculture, vol. 1, p. 294; see also, Winberry, 'Reputation', pp. 247-8.
 69 Hamer et al., eds., Henry Laurens, vol. 2, p. 411. In sterling, these prices would be three shillings and

 sixpence, and eight shillings and sixpence per lb.
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 product.70 Edelson has lent support to the planters' complaints: Carolina indigo
 earned a dire reputation in its early days, he argues, when it was indeed of a poor
 quality, a reputation that persisted even when production standards improved after
 1750. Thus, as late as the 1770s, Carolina planters found that their indigo, even of
 the finest qualities, still fetched much lower prices in London than its French or
 Florida equivalent. Planters therefore concluded that it was more remunerative to
 sell a large quantity of the cheaper 'copper' indigo, than a smaller quantity of fine
 or 'flora' indigo which was unlikely, given the prejudices and preconceptions of the
 British market makers, to earn its real value.71

 Nevertheless one can still challenge the planters' claims that English merchants
 unjustly maligned the reputation and value of Carolina indigo. It is true that some
 well-resourced planters considerably improved production standards in indigo's
 early years. Laurens, after many early mistakes, improved cultivation and process
 ing on his estates and bragged that he made indigo as good as the finest French
 product. From 1766 to 1769 he sold 4,000 lbs. of indigo in Charleston at an
 average of 3 s. 9 d. per lb., when the average market price for 'best copper' indigo
 was 3 s. 3 d. per lb.72 However, few Carolina planters matched the high production
 standards achieved by self-conscious agricultural improvers like Laurens. The
 evidence for this view draws not on the hostile comments of self-interested British
 merchants but on testimony supplied by the planters themselves. The planters'
 public discourse was a robust defence of the reputation of Carolina indigo; but in
 the routine probate appraisements they made of each other's estates, planters told
 an altogether more critical story about the quality of their indigo. So, the valuations

 made by probate appraisers, invariably experienced planters, indicate that the bulk
 of Carolina indigo was of a medium or poor quality. From 1746 to 1775, the
 average valuation of indigo given in probate inventories was only 60 per cent of the
 price of the 'best copper' indigo quoted in the Charleston market (table 3, col. 4).
 Only one-fifth of appraised indigo was valued at rates that equalled or came close
 to the prevailing market price; two-fifths was valued at 50-80 per cent of the

 market price; while the remaining two-fifths was valued at 50 per cent or less, often
 at a mere fraction, of the Charleston price.73 Moreover, the planter-appraisers
 often scorned the quality of the indigo they viewed, describing it as 'ordinary',
 'poor', 'very bad', 'so bad that no one would buy it', and so on.74 Such appraisers
 frequently valued separate parcels of indigo produced by the same planter at very

 70 For example, in 1772, Laurens in London showed some indigo produced on his own plantation to some 'of
 the Wise Men call'd Brokers and Dyers. They admired it much for East Florida Indigo. One . . . was very sorry
 we could not make such indigo in Carolina. This proves the Strength of their Prejudices more than the Clearness
 of their Judgements'; ibid., vol. 8, p. 228.

 71 Edelson, 'Colour and enterprise', pp. 165-75; idem, 'Planting the Lowcountry', vol. 2, pp. 461-74; idem,
 'Characters of commodities', pp. 349-55; idem, Plantation enterprise, pp. 184-5. Winberry, 'Reputation',
 pp. 246-7, and Rogers, Georgetown, pp. 90-1, also give credence to the planters' complaints.

 72 Hamer et al., eds., Henry Laurens, vol. 3, pp. 207, and vol. 7, pp. 171-2; Edelson, Plantation enterprise,
 pp. 212-14, 284.

 73 For 'farm' prices, 1747-75, see tab. 3, col. 4, based on 160 observations drawn from the 3,200 probate
 inventories for the period. 'Farm' prices are lower than 'market' prices, because of marketing costs. However, for
 indigo, with its low bulk to value ratio, these costs have been estimated at 6%; see Rowland et al., Beaufort County,
 pp. 170-1.

 74 Laurens himself, when speaking as a merchant rather than as a planter, urged his British correspondents to
 avoid the lower grades of South Carolina indigo as a blight on the market; for examples, see Hamer et al., eds.,

 Henry Laurens, vol. 9, pp. 170, 185, 408.
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 Table 7. Charleston market and farm prices for indigo and rice, 1771-5 (indigo:
 shillings per lb.; rice: shillings per cwt)

 Indigo prices Rice prices

 (a) (b) (a) (b)

 Charleston 'Farm* (b)l(a) Charleston 'Farm' (b)l(a)

 1771 4.46 3.20 72% (4) 7.28 5.60 77% (8)
 1772 5.52 3.31 60% (2) 12.03 8.53 71% (5)
 1773 4.16 2.43 58% (7) 9.04 7.38 82% (8)
 1774 4.71 2.59 55% (3) 7.37 6.47 88% (16)
 1775 4.32 2.01 47% (11) 6.59 6.22 94% (8)

 Average 4.63 2.88 58% (27) 8.46 6.84 82% (45)
 Notes: Rice is quoted either in shillings per cwt of 100 lbs. or barrels of 525 lbs. A speculative boom in the Charleston market
 accounts for the exceptionally high market prices for rice and indigo in 1772; see Edelson, 'Colour and enterprise', pp. 161-4.
 Source: (a) Coclanis, Shadow of a dream, pp. 106-7; (b) see tab. 3. Number of price quotations for each year in parentheses.

 different prices, the best indigo being valued several times as highly as the worst,
 showing that even large-scale producers did not achieve consistent production
 standards.75 In contrast, appraisers treated Carolina rice (which enjoyed an excel
 lent reputation in European markets) as a high-quality and virtually homogenous
 product. Hence, rice was appraised at rates much closer to its Charleston market
 price than was true of indigo, though the differential should have been greater as
 the costs of marketing rice were higher (table 7).76 Moreover, appraisers seldom
 valued discrete parcels of rice on the same plantation at different prices or
 described rice in contemptuous terms; they merely distinguished between the vast
 bulk of 'clean' or 'merchantable5 rice, destined for the export market, from the
 small quantities of 'broken' or 'small' rice which was fed to slaves.77
 Why did the generality of Carolina planters produce low-quality indigo? First,

 because, as Edelson has emphasized, the South Carolina climate was sub-optimal
 for indigo production: late-season temperatures were not high enough to promote
 vigorous plant growth or ideal processing conditions. Second, many small planta
 tions lacked skilled labour, while on the larger, hybrid plantations, indigo's labour
 needs competed with those of rice.78 These disadvantages induced planters to
 practise careless processing methods, especially with regard to what should have
 been the time-consuming process of curing (drying) indigo. The slapdash methods
 used even by large producers when in a hurry are illustrated by Miles Brewton, one
 of South Carolina's wealthiest planters, on indigo shipped to a Wiltshire textile
 dyer in 1775: 'This indigo is almost in too green [wet] a state for shipping, but as

 75 For example, in 1775, David Mckee's estate held six indigo 'parcels' varying in price from 4 l/2d. to 3 s.
 per lb. WPA (Works Progress Administration), Inventories, vol. 192, pp. 2-3.

 76 The costs of marketing rice?because of its bulk?were about twice as high as for indigo, that is, 10-12% of
 its Charleston wholesale price. See the administrators' accounts, cited above, n. 67.
 77 Small rice consisted of grains which had been broken in the pounding process. Eltis, Lewis, and Richardson,

 'Slave prices', pp. 1058-9, suggest that the bulk of rice sold in Charleston was of an inferior quality for local
 consumption; hence producers were incentivized 'to export the higher grades and sell more of the lower quality
 in Charleston'. In fact, high-quality rice destined for export was sold by planters and 'rice factors' in Charleston
 to the agents of European importers, and formed almost the entire basis of the rice market; see, Nash, 'Trade and
 business', pp. 23-6; idem, 'Organization of trade and finance', pp. 77-81.

 78 Edelson, 'Colour and enterprise', pp. 64-5.
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 I have given it air, by burning holes in the heads of the casks, I flatter myself that
 it will be cured before the vessel arrives'. The textile dyer in question, whose firm
 had used 30-40,000 lbs. of Carolina indigo in 1772-5, and who was well disposed
 towards the colony, claimed that due to faulty processing over half of the one

 million pounds of indigo imported from Carolina in 1775 was of a poor quality.79
 The planters' claims that the poor press received by Carolina indigo was unde

 served can also be challenged on the grounds that it fetched much lower prices than
 French indigo in both Europe and America from the beginnings of the industry in
 the 1740s to its extinction in the mid-1790s. In 1748, for example, Carolina indigo
 sold in London for between 4 d. and 3 s. per lb., while French indigo fetched 3 s.
 6 d. to 4 s. per lb. In 1785-6, Carolina indigo sold in London for 1 s. 6 d. to 5 s. per
 lb. while French indigo fetched 6 s. to 9 s. 6 d. per lb. It is difficult to believe that the
 British merchants' unfair reception of Carolina indigo artificially kept its price at
 such a low level for half a century. The price data suggest that the real problem with
 Carolina indigo was that its quality varied enormously, from a product that bore
 comparison with the lower grades of French production to one that was barely
 marketable.80 Finally, the richer Carolina planters consigned their indigo for sale in
 London through English commission agents rather than selling it in Charleston;
 with rice they generally did the opposite, choosing to sell their crops in Charleston,
 not Europe. The indigo producers' use of the London commission system followed
 the policy of the sugar and the richer tobacco planters: it represented a search for
 premium prices for premium grades, which were much more likely to be earned in
 London than in colonial markets.81 Carolina planters expressed more faith in the
 London than in the Charleston market, despite their grumblings about the British
 merchants' determination to lower Carolina indigo prices.82

 Despite its poor reputation (and price) compared with the French product,
 Carolina indigo came to be regarded by both colonial and British textile manu
 facturers and printers producing the cheaper lines of goods as a highly serviceable
 commodity. So, British colonial producers of linen and cotton homespun used
 French indigo until 1750 and regarded the Carolina product with some contempt.
 However, in the 1750s they switched to Carolina indigo, attracted by its pro
 nounced price advantage over its French competitor.83 South Carolina indigo also
 conquered the vastly more important British market, where it faced direct com
 petition from French and Spanish indigo. In 1740, virtually all of the 600,000 lbs.

 79 Ledyard, Methods, pp. 37-8, 46-9; quotation from p. 47.
 80 Hamer et al, eds., Henry Laurens, vol. 1, p. 179, and vol. 2, pp. 7 n., 354, 528; H of C. Journals, XXV (1748),

 pp. 634-5; Commerce of Rhode Island, vol. X, pp. 100, 273; White, ed., Beekman papers, vol. 3, pp. 1120-1, 1123,
 1126; Winberry, 'Reputation', pp. 246-7. The price gap between Carolina and French indigo narrowed in
 colonial markets from 1750-70, suggesting some improvement in the quality of Carolina indigo. However, in the
 1780s, this price gap widened, suggesting that planters reconstructing the industry after the war had difficulty in
 replicating prewar standards of production; Cole, Wholesale commodity prices, vol. 2, pp. 78-100.

 81 Nash, 'Urbanization in the colonial south', pp. 13-14; idem, 'Organization of trade and finance', pp. 77-9.
 The policy was sometimes adopted for low-grade indigo; as Laurens wrote to one planter in 1763, '[your indigo]
 is so ordinary in general that I would advise you rather to Ship it [consign it to London] than to accept the prices
 that will be offer'd for it here', Hamer et al., eds., Henry Laurens, vol. 3, p. 371.

 82 Laurens himself discounted conspiracies among London buyers of indigo to force down prices when the
 market ran high for Carolina indigo, as it did for example in 1771-2; see Hamer et al., eds., Henry Laurens,
 vol. 8, pp. 185, 258.

 83 Jelatis, 'Tangled up in blue', pp. 185-6; and for Carolina indigo's improving reputation in colonial markets
 in the 1750s, see White, ed., Beekman papers, vol. 1, pp. 153-4, 254, 265-9, 272-3, 277, 506.
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 of indigo used in England for the domestic textile industry was supplied by France
 and Spain (table 2). By the early 1770s, 80 per cent of the 1,000,000 lbs. or so of
 indigo retained for use in England was imported from the British colonies, the
 great bulk of it from South Carolina. Carolina indigo had more or less pushed
 French and Spanish supplies out of English textile manufacturing (table 4), a
 remarkable gain in its market share. In the decade after the American Revolution,
 South Carolina's exports continued to dominate the British market and it was only
 from the mid-1790s that Carolina indigo (and American production in general)
 was suddenly replaced by the products of India's reorganized indigo industry.84

 It follows, then, that the great expansion in textile output in England between
 the 1750s and 1780s, in which the most dynamic sectors were cheap Yorkshire
 woollens and Lancashire fustians and cottons, substituted lower-grade Carolina
 indigo for the superior French and Spanish alternatives.85 Why was this substitu
 tion made? The decisive influence was the upward movement of indigo prices from
 1750, which induced low-cost manufacturers to substitute the cheaper grades of
 indigo in the dyeing of textiles.86 Carolina indigo, whatever its mercantile reputa
 tion, proved highly popular with textile manufacturers at the fast-growing, less
 costly end of production. The serviceability, if not the high quality, of Carolina
 indigo is confirmed by its success not just in the domestic market but also in the
 English re-export trade to Europe. The bulk of re-exports was consigned to
 Germany, Ireland, and Russia, economies with growing linen industries producing
 cheap, workaday textiles which had formerly depended on French indigo.87

 Carolina indigo had the shortest lifespan of any of the major colonial staples, yet
 it sheds important light on the history of the British-American and Atlantic
 economies in the eighteenth century. In the mid-1740s, South Carolina faced the
 most punishing depression to afflict the regional economy in the colonial period.
 The price of rice, the leading staple since the 1720s, collapsed, bringing the colony,
 as Governor Glen commented, to the 'Brink of Ruin'.88 The leading planters
 responded to the rice depression with a determined entrepreneurship. They
 revived the vigorous agricultural experimentation of the settlement era and pio
 neered the switch of resources from producing a bulky consumable to a compact
 industrial raw material; despite the fact that indigo too faced a wartime recession,
 albeit a more muted one than rice. From ?.1755, Carolina's definitive emergence
 as a major indigo supplier to the European market encouraged numerous smaller
 scale planters to enter the industry as specialist producers. By 1770, these spe

 84 For English indigo imports from Europe and America in the post-Revolution period, see Lambert, ed., House
 of Commons, vol. 121, p. 179; Macpherson, Annals of commerce, vol. 4, pp. 469-70; Edelson, 'Colour and
 enterprise' p. 181; and esp. Jelatis, 'Tangled up in blue', pp. 161-74. French colonial indigo production was
 irretrievably damaged by the St Domingue slave revolution of 1791. Guatemalan indigo exports peaked in the
 1780s and 1790s, but collapsed in the 20 years preceding independence. Brazil was a modest indigo exporter
 from the 1760s to the 1790s; from 1800, its indigo industry too passed into oblivion; see Smith, 'Indigo
 production', pp. 196-8; Alden, 'Growth and decline', pp. 45-60.

 85 For the expansion of the northern textile industries, see, among a large literature, Wadsworth and de Lacy
 Mann, Cotton trade, pp. 162, 167, 561; Wilson, 'Supremacy', p. 243; Jenkins, 'Early factory development',
 pp. 250-1; Smail, Merchants, esp. pp. 86-93, 113-32.

 86 In 1755, for example, a major London wholesaler reported that the rising price of indigo had increased the
 cost of printing cottons in London by 30% in two years; White, ed., Beekman papers, vol. II, pp. 548-9. For rising
 prices, see fig. 1, and for Guatemalan indigo prices from the late 1750s, see Smith, 'Indigo production', p. 201.

 87 See tab. 4.
 88 Quoted in Menard, 'Slavery, economic growth and revolutionary ideology', p. 252.
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 cialist planters, firmly located in formerly outlying zones of the economy,
 controlled the bulk of Carolina's indigo production. In Atlantic markets Carolina
 indigo did not depend on a monopoly of a protected British market. Rather, like
 British-colonial tobacco, rice, and coffee, but unlike sugar, it competed in open
 competition with its foreign imperial rivals, both in Britain and in continental
 markets.89 Indigo owed its success in these commercial spheres to its substitution
 by textile manufacturers, in a period of rising prices, for the more expensive
 French and Spanish products. The virtual exclusion of French and Spanish indigo
 from the British market was thus an effect, not a cause, of the rise of the Carolina
 industry. Carolina indigo was dogged by its poor reputation, although this appears
 to have reflected its intrinsic low quality rather than the commercial sharp practice
 of British merchants. Nevertheless, the fact that it supplied virtually all the growth
 in indigo consumption in the English market from the 1750s to the 1780s, a period
 of unprecedented expansion and innovation in textile manufacturing, is testimony
 to its serviceable character and to the acumen with which colonial planters and
 British merchants organized the Charleston and metropolitan indigo markets.

 University of Manchester
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 DOI: 10.1111/j.l468-0289.2009.00487.x

 89 In 1771-5, 92% of coffee, 80% of rice, and 83% of tobacco imported by England from British America was
 re-exported, indicating the competitive nature of these commodities in European markets; see Schumpeter,
 English overseas trade, pp. 60-2; Nash, 'South Carolina', p. 688. Only 12% of British sugar was re-exported, mainly
 to Ireland. British colonial sugar's virtual monopoly of the domestic market was of course created by high tariffs
 on foreign sugar.
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